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ABSTRACT

The variation of crit ical currents (I ) and their

distributions (CCD) with thickness (t) has been investigated for

two high quality YBa^UjO^ samples with different average grain

size (ACS*10 and 30 (im for suples Sj and S2 respectively) in

the temperature range 78-90K and in the applied magnetic field

H<50 Oe. The critical current density (J ) for S, in i t ia l ly
c 1

increased but later on leveled off on reducing the thickness,

whereas for S 2 regained essentially unchanged even after

three-fold reduction in thickness. Since the other parameters

related to macroscopic homogeneity have not changed on reducing

the thickness of the samples, the variations of J are
c

interpreted in terms of thickness and grain size dependent

self-field effects. The same model explains well the changes of

CCD curves with thickness and may alao explain the variation of

J with the grain size, as reported recently for ceramic YBaCuO

samples.
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1.Introduction

For some time it has been recognized that for the majority of

ceramic YBa-Cu.O, (Y-Ba-Cu-0) saaples the critical current (I )

1 2
is limited by its self field ' . The variation of the critical

current density (J ) with the dimensions (croBB-section) of the

saaple provides rather direct evidence for this effect . This

lead to the idea that the problem of very low J in
c

polyerystalline Bamples of Y-Ba-Cu-0 may be partially solved by

preparing very thin samples, such as filaaents or sheets .

However, it was recently shown that the self-field effects mask

the intrinsic temperature and •sgnctic field dependences of I in

these saaples . In particular, the intrinsic H and T dependences

of Ic (cc exp(-H/HQ) and <* (1-T/T^)
2 respectively4) are aodified

by the self field effects to the well-known Fraunhoffer

diffraction-like and quasi linear or concave-upward variations. It

has also been found that the transport measurements of Ic reveal

the intrinsic I value and variations only in Baaples with very

low J (<20 Aca ). However, even for saaples in which transport

measurements yield a self-field liaited I the intrinsic I and

c c

its variations can both be deterained froa the high-resolution

measurements of ac susceptibility in very low fields .

It has been recently shown that the rather broad and

featureless distributions of critical currents exist within the

6 7
polycristalline Y-Ba-Cu-0 saaples ' , Apparently, as in

g
conventional type-II superconductors , these critical current

distributions (CCD) are associated with the aicrostructural

characteristics (related to preparation and processing) of a

given sample. Therefore for a full assessment of the potential

of high T superconductors a detailed investigation of their CCD
c

curves is necessary. However, since CCD curve is deterained from

V-I measurements at currents in excess of Ic the self-field

effects may affect the CCD curves for polycrystalline Y-Ba-Cu-0

saaples9. Therefore the interpretation of CCD curves for ceraaic

8aaples would be acre involved than for conventional type-II

superconductors. In particular, for a meaningful 1 coaparison of

the microstructural findings with CCD curve of the saae saaple, a

prior knowledge of the self-field effect on the obtained CCD

curve is required.

To our knowledge no systematic study of the self-field effects

on I and CCD curve of ceramic Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples has been

performed so far. Therefore the important questions, such as down

to what dimensions these effects persist, whether the self-field

effects in these samples could at all be treated as those in

homogeneous superconductors etc., remain to be answered.

In this paper we report the results of the systematic

investigation of the changes in Ic and CCD curve caused by the

reduction of the thickness (t) of the well characterised ceramic

Y-Ba-Cu-0 sample (3.) with the average grain Bize (AG3) of about

10(Jm. It is found that a change in Ic (with t) is not quite



aB is expected for homogeneous superconductor and that the

increase of J with decreasing t actually ceases to exist below a

certain t. In order to verify whether this behaviour is related

to AGS of a given Baaple we performed the similar Measurements on

an another saaple (S?) prepared from the same reacted powder buti

due to the prolonged sintering time, with larger grains (AGS a30

(J«). For this saaple J£ turned out to be independent of t.The

s u e result was also obtained for an additional Baaple (S,) with

. A staple explanation for the observed behaviors is

provided.

2.Experiaentai

A starting x-ray pure material in the fora of a fine

superconducting powder of YBa,Cu,O7 was prepared by the use of

a standard ceraaic procedure. Two batches of pellets were

prepared, placed on Pt-foil into an allumina boat and annealed at

960°C in oxygen ataospnere for 7 (S.) and 70 (3.) hours,

respectively, then socked for 17 hours at 750 C in oxygen and

slowly cooled down to the rooa temperature. An increase of (001)

peaks intensities in XRD pattern of Baaple 3. indicates the

increasing size of the plate-like shaped grains with annealling

tiae. The SEM investigation showed that AGS increased froa

approximately lO(S^) to 30 M> (S2'
# Typical electron micrographs

of the saaples 3. and S_ are shown in Fig.l. Simultaneously, the

-3 -1

density of the pellets increased from 5.1 gca (S.) to 5.8 gca

(S2). The saaples for the actual measurements were cut out froa

the central part of the respective pellets. The initial

dimensions of the saaples were 11x1.8x0.75 aa and 12x1.6x1,6 am

for S.and S,, respectively. The low resistance contacts for the
1 L

tranport measurements were prepared by baking the silver paste

(Deaetron Leit Silber) for about IS minutes at 400 C in oxygen

atmosphere onto the saaples. The current and voltage leads were

subsequentely fixed onto this contacts at room temperature by the

saae contacting material. The thinning of the samples was

performed in such a way that the Bilver contacts reaained intact,

hence the same contacts were used in the entire sequence of

measurements. (This resulted in the plate-like geometry,

preffered for the determination of J from ac susceptibility

measurements.)

The resisitivity was measured with a standard ac method. The

V-I characteristics were taken over a broad current range by the
6 7 9

use of the single pulse method as described earlier ' ' .

Experiments with the pulses of different widths (0.05-5 s) showed

that neither 1 nor CCD curve depend on the pulse duration. The

critical current densities were also determined from the ac

susceptibility measurements ' performed at 28.4 Hz and different

amplitudes (0.01-15 Oe) of ac magnetic field. These measurements

were performed on the saae saaples shortly after the transport

properties measurements. The investigations of critical currents

were performed in the temperature range 79-90K and in the

applied dc magnetic fields H<50 Oe. Some data relevant to our

samples are given in Table 1,

3.Results

The data listed in Table 1 indicate a good quality of our

samples. The resistive superconducting transition temperatures



T were high and the transition widths narrow (AT =1K and
CO C

£Tc=l.lK for saapleB Sj and S2 respectively). Furtheraore, the

resistivities (P) were low and strongly temperature dependent.

The resisitivity of S, was renarkably low as expected for a dense

saaple with large grains (hence with a relatively Bull nuaber of

rather large intergrain junctions). The extrapolation of the

linear part of the resistivity of the saaple S, to T=OK yielded

p=0.

Regarding the V-I characteristics of saaples S1 and 8,, the

transition parameters n (at 80 K and zero applied field), ie.

the initial power law exponents of the V-I curves, are quite

large compared to the values frequently reported for the ceraaic

Y-Ba-Cu-0 ' ' . This indicates relatively narrow critical

current distributions. Siiably larger n for 3, than for 8,

reveals a sharper transition to a diaaipative state immediately

above Ic, and thus, possibly, a larger density of critical

currents with the aagnitudes within this current range in saaple

Sj, As shown in Tab.l there is a rather large difference in

ratio of the differential (slope) resistance10'11 to that at 95K

(R^/Rg,.) between two saaples.(R. is the slope of a linear part

of V-I curve and in ceraaic Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples it reflects the

dissipation in the saaple whose grains are still

superconducting,). This is also consistent with the difference
g

in the grain siies of the saaples . Whereas Hf/B9K ' o r 8i i s

typical for the fine grained ceraaic saaples ' that for S_
2

ie to our knowledge the lowest reported BO far.

The low field ac susceptibility aeasureaents have shown a

rather narrow diaaagnetic transition for both saaples (Fig.1.) and

almost coaplete diaaagnetic shielding at 60 K (Table 1). The

ratio of the real part of the ac susceptibility (X*) at low

fields to that at the elevated field (H *10 Oe ras, ie. H is

ac ac

sufficient to decouple the superconducting grains at 80 K)

indicates that the grains accounted for about 0.7 (S.) and 0.9

(S_) of the total volume of the sample. About three tiaea larger
it

intragrain maximum of the imaginary part of ac susceptibility

(X") at high field of the saaple S2, coapared to that of 3^

(Inset to Pig.2) is also consistent with an increase in the grain

size.

Host of the paraaeters listed in Table 1 did not change

(within the experimental error) upon the subsequent thinning of

the saaples. Only a saall increase of exponent n (froa 13 to 15)

by decreasing thickness (t) was observed for saaple S,. The

insensitivity of the paraaeters aentioned above upon strong

reduction in thickness (0.73 to 0.37 aa and 1.6 to 0.68 aa for

saaples 3. and S_, respectively) seeaja to indicate the

macroscopic homogeneity of our saaples as well as the absence of

any larger damage due to the thinning procedure, repeated

thermal cyclying and prolonged aeasureaents.

The critical currents (I ) and the critical current densities
c

(J ) determined froa the V-I curves at 80 K for different

thickness of the saaples are shown in Pig.3. A decrease in I

accoapanied by an increase of J on reducing the thickness of

c
saaple S* seeas consistent with the aeasureaent-current-

-self-field (H ) Halted 1 of a hoaogeneous superconductor,
s c

Indeedjby the virtue of ^npere'a law the current I flowing along

a saaple is accompanied by the magnetic field (self field) H



which at its surface takes the value Ha=I/(2w+2t),where w and t

are the width and the thickness of the sample, respectively.

Because of this if the critical current I is self field limited

it should decrease linearly on decreasing t ( Ic=Hs(2w=2t) ) and

critical current density Jc=Ic/wt should linearly increase with

t~*. Furthermore, froi the slopes of I vs t and J va t down

c c

to 0.43 •• one could {erroneously as shown below) deduce a

constant H *12 Oe in this range of t.

The critical current density data can be also deduced from the

imaginary part (X") of ac susceptibility. The numerous

Measurements of this quantity reveal the double peak structure in

corresponding temperature dependance as its universal feature. As

widely accepted the maxima correspond to either intergrain or

intragrain eddy current dissipation. These maxima in J." can be

easilly identified by the measurements of their temperature

position in the sequence of applied magnetic fields :the

intergrain maximum depends much stronger on the applied field than

the intragrain one. For our sapples both maxima can be easilly

separated and critical current density for the plate-like

geometry is J^,, ( H g J h l-5HQ/t. HQ is the amplitude of ac

field for which the intergrain maximum of X1 ' occurs at a given

temperature T. The measured J ,, also increases approximately

linearly with t"1 (Table 2) but with a slope somewhat larger than

that for transport Jc (Fig. ). Since the full penetration of the

magnetic field occurs at lower field in thinner sample, J ,, is

measured in a lover field, what shows up as an increase in J -<t

on decreasing t.

The effects of the applied ac field (H Q) and the self-field on

variation of X' with HQ yields J^.CT.

the teasured critical current densities (J , M and J ,
ex c

respectively) have been demonstrated by measuring the

"isero-f ield" critical current density * , J , , of sample S,.
ex i

4 5
J , is deduced ' from the variation of X' with the amplitude of
cX

ac field H_ for low H_, by taking into account the contribution

of the intergranular material to X1 only. The initial linear

Ax"), where

a represents the fraction of the intergranular material. For both

t=0.43 and 0.37mm the high-resolution ac susceptibility

measurements yielded practically the same J , ,(H-K),80 K)*3 0
ex

2
A/cm , siiably larger than J ,, and J (Table 2).

ex c

The temperature and magnetic field dependences of I for

aaaple Sj, shown in Fig.4, are typical for a ceramic sample with

the self-field limited critical current. It is interesting to

note that the temperature dependence of J ,, is almost the same

as that of J . This seems to indicate that the effect of an

applied field (H ) on J ,, is qualitatively the same as that of

(temperature dependent) H on J (T). The similarity between
s c

J ,,(T) and J (T) seems to break close to T where J ,, shows

almost an intrinsic variation with T, probably because of very

low H in this temperature range. Within the experimental error
the temperature dependence of J does not change with t.

In contrast to that, the variation of J with the applied dc

magnetic field becomes more pronounced on decreasing t (Fig.4b).

The simplest explanation for this effect is that the Belf-field

is not actually constant but decreases with t. (Note that J (H)
c

tends to saturate when H becomes smaller than H ). Indeed, from

the experimental data for I (Fig. 3) and Ampere's law



H =1 /(2w+2t) i t follows that H decreases slowly for t£0.73 mm
8 C S

and approximately linearly with t for t^0.43 ma. The approximate

linear I va t dependence (whose slope tends to be interpreted as

2H ) shown in Fig.3, obviously oversimplify the actual

dependence. In particular, the decreasing H causes a rapid

variation of Ic with t (faster than the variation which would be

obtained if H were constant) and leads to erroneous (too high)

estimation of the value for H (12 Oe) from the slope of I va t

curve.

For a homogeneous superconductor with the self-field United

I the decrease of H on reducing the thickness of the sample

would not be expected. Since the parameters listed in Table 1 do

not indicate that the macroscopic homogeneity of S- changes on

thinning, it seems that the description of the behavior of that

sample in terms of the aelf-field effects in homogeneous

superconductor is not entirely appropriate. More precisely, Buch

a description seems to become less and less justified on reducing

the thickness of the sample. Indeed, a rather strong decrease of

I on reduction of the thickness of S beyond 0.43 am resulted in

a negligible increase of Jc (Fig.3) which seems to support that

viewpoint. Therefore, it seems that below certain thickness the

behavior of 1^ of ceramic YBaCuO samples is not governed by the

"macroscopic" self-field (the one pertaining to the sample as a

whole). This shows up in a critical current which is proportional

to the sample's cross-section area (wt) rather than to its

circumference (2w+2t), hence in a constant J =1 /wt. The actual
c c

thickness at which this cross-over occurs will apparently depend

on the grain site (Fig.1) and may also depend on the actual

10

preparation conditions (thus on density, porosity, impurities,

eventual texture etc.). Indeed, it seems surprising that a

complex percolative flow of critical current between the grains

of ceraaic superconductor could at all be described in terms of

the self-field limited 1 of the homogeneous superconductor.
c

However, one can visualize the appearence of such behavior as a

result of the effective cancelation of the fields of the adjacent

individual current filaments in the interior of the ceraaic

sample. In that case the macroscopic self-field would exist

mainly along the circumference of the cross-section of the sample

and an approximate self-field liaited behavior of I aay result.

Apparently, on reducing the sample's cross-section (or on

increasing the grain size) such an effective cancellation becomes

aore difficult to achieve. (In particular, at some stage a flow

of the effective self-field may not coincide with the actual

circumference of the sample which may result in the faster

decrease of I with the geometrical thickness of the sample).

Finally, when the cross-section of a sample becomes sufficiently

small (or the grains large enough) only a partial cancelation of

the self-fields of the current filaments occurs in the interior

of the sample and the difference between the field in the

interior and that at the surface of the sample vanishes. The

sample behaves more or less as an assembly of the individual

filaments (carrying critical currents in parallel) hence the

total I becomes proportional to the crosa-section area and the

critical current density becomes a constant. The description of

the critical current behavior in termB of the macroscopic

self-field becomes in this case obviously inappropriate. However,

11



the variations of the total critical current with the magnetic

field and temperature Bay atill show the effects of the

self-field because the critical currents of the individual

filaments Bay also be self-field Halted (depending for instance

on J of the individual filament ). At that stage, however, the

effective self-field of reasonably homogeneous sample should not

change auch with thickness.

The results for sample 3, (AGS"<30 Ma) shown in Fig.3 support

the above explanation. Since the critical current density

remained practically the same ,even after almost three-fold

reduction in thickness, this sample Beets to behave as an

assembly of individual {still self-limited) critical currents.

(We note that although the initial thickness of S 2 was 1.6 mm as

compared to 0.73 for sample S.., the difference in AGS of two

samples (30 and 10 |Ji respect ivelly) accounts for more than the

difference in the initial thicknesses). Furthermore, the magnetic

field dependence of I for S,, shown in Fig.5, did not change
C it

much on thinning, indicating a roughly constant H .

Recent measurements of the dependence of J on the grain sise
c

in thin ceramic Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples ' are also consistent with

the above description of the self-field influence on critical

currents in such Bamples. Large values of J for samples with

AGS*1-Z/Jm are probably due to the large macroscopic self-field

effects in the fine-grained samples. A weakening of these effects

(a decrease in H ) is probably responsible for a rather rapid

decrease of J on increasing AQS. Finally, a slow (if any)

variation of J on further increase of AQS is consistent with
c

the individual conduction regime. Our preliminary results for

12

Y-Ba-Cu-0 sample (Sj) with AGS of about lOOfJB (prepared in the

s u e way as S, and S. but annealed for 700 hours) also lend

support to the presented model. Critical current density for that
2

sample at 80K (*110 A/cm ) was sligthly lower than that for S,

(Fig.3) and again did not practically change on reducing its

thickness from 1.6 to 0.9 mm. The other results for S, follow the

trend indicated by the data for 3. and S, (Table 1). In

particular, its resistivity, B, and the exponent n are somewhat

lower than those for S, (Table 1), whereas the V-I curves

(including I -H and I -T dependences) indicate the behaviorc c

analogous to that observed for S_.

The effects described above should also affect the critical

current distributions (CCD) curves of our samples. In particular,

the variation of critical current within the sample should be

associated with the variation of the self-field. For the sake of

clarity we shall briefly review the basic relations connecting

V-I and CCD curves. Baixeras and Fournet have shown that the

potential developed across the type II superconductor sample is:

V(F)=A J
I

(i)

where I' is the local critical current, f(I') is the normalized

distribution (probability density) of the critical currents in

the sample ( /" r(l')dl'=l } and A is a factor describing the

dissipation processes occuring in the portions of sample where

I>I'. Accordingly, the effective resistance of the sample at a

given current is:

13



K(I)=A J (2)

At elevated currents (when V-I curve becomes linear) dV/dl=A,

which coresponds to a aeaBured differential resistance, R^. This

can be used to deduce the resistive (dissipating) fraction of the

saaple at a given current, FD(H=R(1 )/Bf. (For a ceraaic saaple

FD(I) refers to intergrain junctions rather than to a total

volune of the saaple). The CCD curve can than be obtained by

differentiating FD(I) with respect to I:

f(l')=(l/Bf)(d
2V/dI2) (3)

CCD curves corresponding to the different thickness of Baaple Sj

(T=80K, H=0) are shown in Fig.6. These curves are usually

characterized by three paraaeterfl : the aost probable (coaaon)

critical current I (for which the curve reaches its aaxiaua
cp

value), the highest critical current exhibited by the

distribution I , and the average critical current <I >
Cal AX **

The extrapolation of the linear part of V-I curve to V=0

1 *?

yields the offset critical current Î ,1 , a paraaeter which is

useful both for understanding the effective resistance (eq.2) and

the analysis of CCD curve1 . In particular, if the effective
17

resistance of a saaple is spatially constant, than I
C'

=<I
C
> '•

the inequality is a sign of the saaple's nonuniforaity. For the

present Baaple (as well as for all other ceraaic YBaCuO saaples
fi "7 Q

investigated by us so far ' ' ) Ic' appeared to be practically

the saae as <lc>.

Bather narrow CCD curves (Fig.6) have allowed a quite accurate

deteraination of the above paraaeters. These curves are also

quite syaaetrical which results in a saall difference between I '
c

and II Ij, =l.O7±O.O2). The variations of I and I are

shown in Fig.3 and the corresponding critical current densities

(Jc , Jc' and J C M X ) are listed in Table 2. (He note that as for

coaposite superconductors with "sausaged" filaaents , the path

froa the aeasured I distribution to the J distribution is

c c
probably quite complex and therefore the actual aeaning of the

values of J and J is less clear than that of I and
cp caax cp

I ). The variation of I with t (Fig-3) is auch faster than
caax c»ax B

that of I , resulting in the strong narrowing of CCD curves on
c

decreasing t <Fig.6). If the effective self-fields corresponding

to I and I were independent of t the full width of CCD curvec caax

should scale with <2w+2t) and its relative width FW/<I > should
c

be independent of t. However, as shown in Fig.6, PH of CCD curve

for Sj changes faster than (2w+2t) and accordingly FW/<Ic>

decreases with decreasing t (Table 2). Therefore it seeas that

the effective self-field corresponding to I decreases aore

rapidly with t than H does. This seeas plausible since at such

high currents the effective cancellation of the self-fields of the

adjacent current filaaentB is less likely to occur than at I . We

note however that the decrease of FW/<I > with t Beeas to end for

t<0.43 aa which is probably associated with the transition to the

conduction by the individual current filaaents.

CCD curves for different thickness of suple S 2 (T=80 K, H=0),

shown in Fig.7 give a support to the above assumptions. For that

saaple FH's of CCD curves becoae only a little narrower on

15



decreasing t. Such a behavior is also consistent vith the concept

of varying self-fields corresponding to I and I and could be

explained in terms of the conduction by the individual current

filaments in a coarse-grained or a very thin sample. Indeed, as

the thickness of a saaple becomes comparable to AGS ,a

redistribution of current within the sample will likely follow

the further reduction of its thickness. Whatever the nature of

the actual redistribution is, it should show up in the

corresponding CCD curve. The comparison of CCD curves for S.,

(Fig.7) with those for Sj (Fig.6) see«s to justify this

prediction. On reducing the thickness, the CCD curveB for Sj, in

spite of sizable narrowing, retain essentially the s u e shape,

whereas those for S, become progressively more assymetric. This

assymetry (responsible for the increase of the exponent n) is

associated with the development of rather narrow tail at the high

current side of CCD curve for saaple S2 (Pig.7). This tail shows

that a small fraction of rather high critical currents, unlike to

I , does not scale to the cross-section of the saaple.
c

The results presented above show that, as is the case for the

8
conventional type II superconductors , CCD curves of the ceraaic

YBaCuO eaaples are closely related to their microstructure.

Hence, a recent suggestion that the self-field effects may mask

such relation9 seeps unjustified. The results in Fig.6 show that

the complex changes in the aelf-field effects associated with the

reduction of thickness of Sj merely change a width but do not

change the shape of CCD curves for this saaple. In particular,

the ratios between I , <I >, I _ „ and I do not change with t

and the height of CCD 1B proportional to (FW)"1. On the other

16

hand, the results presented in Fig.7 prove that any

redistribution of current within the sample shows up in the shape

of CCD curve, irrespective of the change of the total I ,or the

macroscopic parameters for that saaple (Table 1.}. Considering

them together, these results indicate that a parallel

investigation of the microstructural characteristics and CCD

curves aay be a very useful way for understanding the

parameters limiting the critical currents in the bulk samples of

high temperature superconductors, Such studies for samples S, , 3_

and S, are in progress.

Conclusion

Systematic investigation of the influence of reduction of the

sample's thickness (t) on critical currents (I ) and their

distributions (CCD) in two well characterized polycrystalline

Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples with different average grain Bise (AQS)

indicates that a complex pattern of the self-field effects exists

in ceraaic Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples. According to our results and also

to the results of other authors ' ' , the effects of the

self-field on I and CCD depend in general on both, AGS and t.

Three regimes characterized by the different variations of I and

CCD with t can be identified:

i) In the first regiae the self-field ie independent of t and

Icoc(w+t) i.e. J^fw^+t"
1) for a plate-like saaple. A plausible

explanation of such behavior can be found in an effective

cancellation of the self-fields of the adjacent currents flowing

in parallel in the interior of sample. Thus a macroscopic

self-field flows mainly at the surface of the saaple, In a sample

17



with very fine and uniform grains such behavior Ray persist down

to quite low t (Ref.l), and hence lead to the large increase in

J . This «ay probably explain the large values of J reported for
c c

some sampleB with very fine grains ' ' . Our samples obviously

<LO not belong to this class.

ii) In the transitional regime the macroscopic self-field seems

still to exist,but its magnitude decreases somewhat with

thickness of a sanple. This behavior occurs when the grains are

somewhat larger and/or the ratio t/AGS is not too large. Under

these conditions a less effective cancellation of the individual

self-fields is highly probable. In this regime (realised in Sj

for t>0>43 mm) I decreases somewhat faster (hence J increases

slower) with t than in conditions of the firat regime.

iii) Finally, when the grains become quite large and/or t/AGS

becomes moderate, the description in terms of the macroscopic

self-field seems entirely inappropriate. Initially (i.e. for t

not too small) I is proportional to the cross-section area {hence

J is independent on t), what can be ascribed to the conduction

by the independent parallel currents in the macroscopically

homogeneous sample (S^). However, when t becomes coaparable to

AGS I will depend on the local properties of the remains of the

sample, hence the variations of Ic and Jc with t may become

, , .15
haphazard .

The different self-field regimes should also show up in CCD

curves. In the first regime we expect the shape and the relative

width of CCD curve (FW/<Ic>) to be independent of t. The main

difference in the transitional regime would be that FW/<Ic> «ay

decrease with t. In the last regime the thinning of the sample

18

should ultimately lead to a change in the shape of CCD associated

with the local properties of the sample.

The above plausible explanation, based on our results for

samples Sj, S^ (and S^\ and some previous reports ' ' , should

be verified on more ceraaic samples with very different AGS and,

whenever possible, with known grain aize distributions. Such

experiments may improve the knowledge of the nature of critical

currents limitations in bulk high temeperature superconductors.

Finally we wish to note that t and AGS dependent effects

described above clearly indicate a percolative nature of the

18
critical curent flow in ceramic Y-Ba-Cu-0 samples . Within this

picture the observed behaviors can be associated with the

variation (disorder) in the intergrain couplings and thuB with

the microstructural features of the samples. In particular in the

case of a strong disorder (a large variation in the quality of

the intergrain coupling) in 3D geometry, the individual

conduction regime would be more likely to occur than in the case

of a weak disorder. The morphology of the grains and the grain

boundaries for our samples S. and S. (Fig.l) supports that

view. Furthermore, when t approaches AGS distinct 2D percolative

effects can be expected. Because of that, as mentioned above,

detailed microstructural investigations of the samples may prove

as very important.
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Sample D(gca-3, X'
5.1

5.8

950

510

2.5 92 21 0.14 -0.92 0.73

3.2 91.5 14 0.04 -0.96 0.91

Table 1

Data relevant to ceraaic YBa,Cu,0_ Ba»ples

D is the density, P2g5 is the resistivity at 295K, Tc is the temperature

at which p=0, n is the initial exponent of V<rln curve at 80K, Bf is the

differential resistance (Blope of V-I curve when it becoaee linear) and Xp

and X ' are the real parts of sc susceptibility in low (0.008 Oe TWO) and

high field (10.5 Oe rna) respectively, at 80K.
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Thickness

(••>)

0.73

0.6

0.43

0.37

JCX'

340

330

J c x "

148

168

219

226

J
c 2

(A/c. )

147

157

177

179

J
cp

178

192

215

224

J '
c

190

208

232

236

320

330

350

360

FW/J '
c

1.01

0.86

0.82

0.84

Table 2

Data relevant to critical currents and their distributions for sample 3

at 80 K

J , and J ,, are the critical current densities deduced froa the
C\ C A

real and imaginary part of ac susceptibility. J is the critical
c

current density deduced fro« V-I curve. J , J ' and J are the Boat
cp c cm

probable, average and aaxiBun critical current density deduced fro« the

critical current distribution, where FW denotes itB full width.
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Figure cap t ions :

F ig . l SEM of YBaoCu_0_ sample S, s in te red for 7 hours (a) and

S2 s in te red for 70 hours (b ) .

Fig.2 ac s u s c e p t i b i l i t y ( rea l and imaginary par t ) of Y-Ba-Cu-0

sample S. ( f u l l ) and S, (dotted) vs . temperature. The

numbers denote rms values of ac f ie ld ( in Oe) . I n s e t ;

i n t r ag ra in maxima of the imaginary pa r t of ac

s u s c e p t i b l l t y of the same samples in 10 Oe rns ac f i e l d .

Fig.3

Variation of critical current I and laxlmun critical
c

current I with thickness t, for samples (O) and

S_ (•). I is the current above which the dissipationc c

sets-in (according to O.lJJV voltage criterion) and I is
CD

the current above which V-I curve becomes linear, i.e.

critical current distribution function reaches zero.

Inset shows the dependence of critical current density

J ( I divided by the cross-section wt) with t~ for thec c

same samples. The straight lines are guides for the eye

only.
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Fig.4

a) Variation of critical current density J normalized to

its value at 80K for sample S, with temperature, ( o ) and

( • ) denote J determined from V-I curves and imaginary

part of ac susceptibility, respectively.

b) Variation of critical current density J at 80K

normalized to its value in zero applied field va.

applied magnetic field for three thicknesses of sample

Sj : 0.73 (O ), 0.43 (• ) and 0.37 mm ( & ) .

Fig. 5 Variation of critical current density J at 80 K

normalized to its value in zero applied field vs. applied

Fig.6

magnetic field for three thicknesses of sample Sp:

1.6 ( O ) , 1.1 ( • > and 0.68 mm

Critical current distributions at 80K for different

thickness t of sample Sj . The numbers denote t (in mm).

Fig.7

Critical current distributions at 80K for different

thickness t of sample S^• The numbers denote t (in mm).

Fig.l
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